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CilAIThR I
THK INTRODUCTION
A great change has oome over the American educa¬
tional philosophy In comparatively recent times.

It

was not so long ago that education was held to be the
privilege of the wealthy.

Today, it is the duty of

all true Americans to acquire as good an education
as possible.

This new philosophy is in harmony with

that of Finney who maintained that the masses needed
education in order to become intelligent followers in
our democratic way of life. If not leaders.
(1)

Increased student Enrollment: This new trend

has caused a sharp Increase in our school enrollments.
Tupils are not only remaining in school longer than
heretofore, getting a more advanced education, but
also the schools are populated today with a type of
pupil who in former years would not have been thought
capable of attending high school.

What causes this in¬

crease?
(2)

Demands of Business:

Business today demands

a more intelligent group of employees due no doubt to
the advanced age of specialization in which we find
ourselves.

We must not only be intelligent workers but

specialists in our chosen fields.
(3)

Demands of Society:

Advanced medical skill and

scientific knowledge have extended the life expectancy of

4

the world,

This results in the longer length of service

which employees are able to give their employers.

Thus,

there are fewer openings for the youth, except in war
time, which tempts pupils to remain in school longer
than they otherwise would in order to get a more special¬
ized training.
(*)

Varied Student Ability:

There is an old maxim

to the effect that no two people are alike.

Such a state¬

ment might very well be applied to students in school.
Some are mentally and physically fitted to do one type
of work, but would be poorly equipped to do some other
type of occupation.
(5)

Need of High School Prognosis?

This leads us

to the belief that it would be immeasurably helpful
if it could be accurately predetermined what the abil¬
ities of the various high school students are, and so
place them in courses for which they are mentally and
physically qualified.

Too much time is wasted both by

the pupils and teachers in taking courses on the trial
and error basis only to find they are unable to do the
work and so are Just that much behind in the educational
program.
(6)

rrognoals In the field of Mathematicst

Nowhere

is varied student ability more prevalent than in the field
of mathematics.

Appropo of this idea, it may be noted

that such colleges as Tufts and Middlebury have removed
mathematics as a requirement from the curriculum.

In

high schools the mortality rate is especially high in
the mathematics departments where many students fail

5

particularly more advanced mathematics courses due al¬
most exclusively to their own Inability to cope with the
subject.
(7)

This Study:

This study was made because X

realized that little. If any, progress had been made
to predict accurately one's success in taking more ad¬
vanced mathematics, particularly Intermediate Algebra.
Such a study must, it seems to me, be made as I see
pupils year after year failing intermediate algebra
Just because no one has the means of measuring the
ability of these students to take the subject.

The

Principal of the 3rattleboro High School considers
this a very important problem administratively.

I

understand also that college teachers of mathematics
would also be interested in the results.

CHAPTER II

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM AND
SUMMARY OF I-ROCEDURE
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CHAPTEh II
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM AND
SUMMARY OF PROCEDURE

(1)

Problem:

In order to understand what was at¬

tempted in this study, and hence better appreciate the
methods which were employed In an attempt to reach a
conclusion, the problem Is here stated specifically:
"Could the Brattleboro High School determine the
elegibility of pupils to take Intermediate Alge¬
bra on the basis of the pupil*s mark in one of
the following subjects: Freshman Algebra, Geome¬
try, Freshman English, or Physics? If not, would
the results attained on the Otis Self-Administer¬
ing Test or the Chronological Age of the pupils
serve as a better basis?"
(2)

Subjects:

The students whose records are used

in this study were members of the graduating classes of
1937, 1933, 1939, 1940, and 1941 at 3rattleboro High
School who took freshman and Junior algebra.
(3)

High School v/hloh Subjects Attended:

Brattle-

t

boro High School is located in a typical Vermont town of
about eleven thousand people.

The school's annual en¬

rollment is about five hundred pupils.

There is no

foreign element in the school and the majority of the
pupils come from protestant families as a separate cath¬
olic high school is maintained in the town.
courses ure offered in the school, namely:

Five main
College Pre¬

paratory, Comme cial, General, Agriculture, and home eco¬
nomics.

Intermediate Algebra is available to all pupils,

the only prerequisite being one year of elementary Algebra.
(4)

Material:

The material used in this study was
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obtained from the following sourcet
(а)

The Brattleboro High School Register gave

the grades In Freshman Algebra, Intermediate Algebra,
Physics, Geometry, and Freshman English attained by
each pupil.

The Chronological Ages of the pupils

were also obtained from this source as were the I.Q's.
1.

The I,Q,* s obtained were the result of

the scores achieved on the Otis Self-Administering
Gamma Test which the school had given to the entire
student body,
(5)

Procedure:

It was the purpose of this pro¬

blem to determine the extent to which the grades in
Freshman Algebra, Freshman English, Geometry, and
Physics, and the scores attained on the Otis SelfAdministering Test and the Chronological Ages may pre¬
dict the grades in Intermediate Algebra,

Hence, it

is necessary that the grades of the students in any
givfen subject be compared In some manner with the
grades in Intermediate Algebra,

It was necessary,

therefore, to collect all the data on one individual
in such a way that it could be identified with that
individual•
(б)

Collection of Data:

A separate data card was

kept for each student who took Intermediate Algebra
during these five years and on these cards all the
necessary Information was recorded from.the record of
each pupil which was founi in the school rogxSutrs.

9

A sample of these data cards will bo found in Appondlx A.

Since the grades came from one sohool and tho subjects
were taught by the same teachers In the various subjects
over the five year period In which this study was made,
there should not be a deviation In methods of grading,
(7)

Method of Comparison:

Since the extent of

prediction Is dependent upon the degree of relationship,
the method of comparison must be one which will determine
the degree of relationship between any criteria and grades
in Intermediate Algebra,

The coefficient of correlation

is a measure of relationship between any two sets of
factors.

Therefore, this method is used in this study.

CHAPTER III
SUMMARY OF THE DATA
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CHAPTER III
SUMMARY OF THE DATA
The various grades of the different high school
courses were each correlated with the Intermediate
Algebra grade.

Each of the five classes was first

treated individually.

Then the five classes were com-

bied as it was felt that the increased number of cases
might give a more accurate result.

The results of each

of these correlation are presented in the following
pages.1

The results of the various zero order inter-

correlations are listed in Appendix G.

Multiple corre¬

lations were used as it seemed possible that they might
provide better determinants than zero order correlations.
(1)

Zero Order Correlations:
(a)

Intelligence:

TABLE I
Correlation of Mental Test Scores With
Grades in Intermediate Algebra for
each of the Five Years

Coefficient of
Correlation

Year

Variables Correlated
with (1) Intermediate
Algebra

1937

Mental Test 16)

r1-6""=

.17

1938

Mental Test (6)

r^ #5 z

.42

1939

Mental Test (6)

r1.6 ?

1940

Mental Test (6)

ri,6 -

-37

1941

Mental Test (6)

ri.6 *

*69 —

1

±

Number
of
Cases

.14-

22“

.08

22
32

t

.09

See Appendix B I*or sample zero order correlation

34

25'
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The scores made on the Intelligence test given to the
entering high school freshmen were correlated with their
grades in Intermediate Algebra for each of the five years.
Frmi Table I, it can be seen that in 1933, 1939, 1940,
and 1941, significant correlations were obtained between
the mental test and Intermediate Algebra.

However, in

1937 the correlation was not significant.

By significant

we mean that the coefficient of correlation is at least
four times its probable error.

It would appear from

this table that, generally speaking, the results ob¬
tained on the mental test has prognostic value in de¬
termining one's ability to take Intermediate Algebra.
(b)

Freshman English:

TA3LE II
Correlation of Freshman English Scores hith
Grades in Intermediate Algebra for each
of the Five Years

Coefficient of
Correlation

Number
of
Cases

Year

Variables Correlated
with (1) Intermediate
Algebra

1937

Freshman English (3)

rl .3 =

.288

t

-13

22

1938

Freshman English (3)

rl*3 =

.45

t

*11

21

1939

Freshman English (3)

rl-3 =

1940

Freshman English (3)

1941

Freshman English (3)

.364

±

.105

21

rl .3 =

.150

±

.12

22

*1.3 =

.473

t

*099

21
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From Table II we must conclude that It le doubtful
whether we can consider Freshman English as a very
significant determinant of ono's ability to ta'te
Intermediate Algebra Inasmuch as we do not usually
consider a correlation of less than .40 very signi¬
ficant.1

Only In 1938 and 1941 do we find such a

correlation.

In these two years the correlation was

.45 and .473 respectively.

Therefore, it would be

doubtful If one should U3e Freshman English as a
prognostic determinant of Intermediate Algebra ability,
(c)

Freshman Algebra:

TABLE III
Correlation of Freshman Algebra Scores With
Grades in Intermediate Algebra for each
of the Five Years

Year

Variables Correlated
with (1) Intermediate
Algebra

1937

Freshman Algebra (2)

*1.2 s

.51 T .108

22

1938

Freshman Algebra (2)

*1.2 s

.36 1 .112

22

1939

Freshman Algebra (2)

*1.2 a

.36 t .106

32

1940

Freshman Algebra (2)

*1.2 s

.52 t .52

34

1941

Freshman Algebra (2)

*1.2 s

.52 t .09

29

Coefficient of
.Correlati on

Number
of
Cases

Although the correlations in Table III are very high.
they cannot be considered very significant Inasmuch as
statistical Methods Applied to Education,
Kugg, H. 0 .
1.
Houghton
klff'lin Company, 1917.
P. 256, Boston,

with the exception of the correlation obtained In the
f

year 1937, the probable error taken four times exceeds
the coefficient of correlation, and as we have pre¬
viously stated, such a condition Is not considered re¬
liable.

Therefore, we must conclude that Freshman

Algebra cannot be considered as a Bole determinant of
one’s ability to take Intermediate Algebra.
(d)

Plane Geometry:

TA3LP IV
Correlation of Plane Geometry Scores V.lth
Grades In Intermediate Algebra for each
of the Five Years

Year

Variables Correlated
with (1) Intermediate
Algebra

Coefficient of
Correlation

Number
of
Cases

1937

Plane Geometry (4)

r1.4 s

.385

t

.13

18

1938

Plane Geometry (4)

*1.4 -

.103

t .17

15

1939

Plane Geometry (4)

*1.4

.503 t .11

19

Plane Geometry (4)

rl .4 =

.890

.027

26

Plane Geometry (4)

*1.4 s

.824 t .044

25

1940
1941

-

—•

t

From Table IV it is apparent that Plane Geometry is
quite significant in determining one's ability to take
Intermediate Algebra, for in three out of the five years
we obtain, not only high correlations but also they exceed
their probable errors by more than four times.
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(e)

ihyalca:

TABLE V
Correlation of ihysics Scores With
Grades in Intermediate Algebra for
each of the Five Years

Year

Variables Correlated
with (1) Intermediate
Algebra

1937

Ihysics (5)

r-j_ ^ ^ *106 f ,623

12

1938

ihysics (5)

r1.5 = *594 t .129

12

1939

Ihysics (3)

rj.,5 * .632 t .103

16

1940

Jrhysics (5)

rj.,5 = .79

t .078

15

1941

Ihysics (5)

r1.5 = *763 t -066

20

Coefficient of
i Correlation

Number
of
Cases

It can be seen from Table V that, as a whole, the
coefficients of correlation are very high, but it is very
doubtful if these correlations can be considered too re¬
liable in asmuch as the number of cases available in each
year was so small*

Furthermore the probable error in at

least three of the years seems to be excessively high.
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(f)

Ohronolor, 1 cal Ar-:e :
TABLE VI

Correlation of Chronological Age Scores ,\ith
Grades In Intermediate Algebra for each of
the Five Years

Year

Variables Correlated
with (1) Intermediate
Algebra

Coefficient of
Correlation

1937

Chronological Age (7)

ri.7 =.132 t .17

22

1933

Chronological Age (7)

ri.7 *.11

t .14

22

1939

Chronological Age (7)

r1.7 =*32

t

32

1940

Chronological Age (7)

*1.7 =*16

t .07

34

1941

Chronological Age (7)

*1.7 =-11

+

29

Number
of
Cases

.108

.12

It is evident from Table V that Chronological Age
cannot be considered in determining one's ability to
take Intermediate Algebra for not only are the co¬
efficients of correlation unreliable, but also the pro
bable errors are much too high.
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^

V&rlous Subject spores Combined for the Five Years;

TABLE VII
Correlation of Various Subject Scores rith Scores in
Intennediate Algebra combined for the Five Tears.

Variables Correlated with
(i) Intermediate Algebra

Coefficient of
Correlation

Number
of
Cases

V

(S)

Physics

n.5 *

.610 ±

.049

74

(6)

I. Q.

r

1.6 =

.532 1

.053

127

(4)

Geometry

r1.4 -

.57 t

.0442

106

U)

freshman Algebra

r

1.2 -

.478 i

.0431

114

U)

Fresh&an English

r

1.3 =

.292 -

.0502

151

Here, in Table VII, r;e get a more accurate picture
due to the greatly increased number of cases.

It is

surprising to note that all the correlations in this table
exceed their probable error by more than four time3 and
that all the correlations, with the exception of Freshman
Eng ish, are greater than ,40.

Although Physics and Inter¬

mediate Algebra give the highest correlation, .610, it would
seem that I.Q. ana Intermediate Algebra with a correlation
of .592 is more significant due to the fact that in the latter
case we have nearly twice as many cases available for study.
Therefore, it would appear from Table VII that the three best
determinants of one's ability to take Intermediate Algebra are:
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(1)

Physics

(II)

I.Q.

(III)

Geometry

As Chronological Age yielded unreliable coefficients for
each of the five years. It was thought useless to consider
this factor In the combined group,

'therefore. Chronolog¬

ical Age will not be considered further In this study.
(2) Multiple Correlation of Two Variables:

TABLE VIII
Multiple Correlations of Two Variables with Grades In
Intermediate Algebra.

Combination of Variables Correlated
toith Grades in (1) Intermediate
Algebra.

Coefficient of
Correlation

*1.23 - .53

(2) Freshman Algebra

(4) Geometry

*1.24 * .60

(2) Freshman Algebra

(5) Physics

*1.25 3 .64

(2) Freshman Algebra

(6) I.Q.

*1.26 = .69

(3) Freshman English

(4) Geometry

*1.34 = .59

(3) Freshman English

(5) Physics

r1.35 = .62

(3) Freshman English

(6)

I.Q.

*1.36 = .34

(4) Geometry

(5) Physics

*1.45 * .64

(4) Geometry

(6) I.Q.

*1.46 * .53

(5) Physics

(6) I.Q.

*1.56 3

t^-•

CM

(3) Freshman
English

(2) Freshman Algebra

19

From Table VIII, It la apparent that the four beat
multiple determinants of one's ability to take Inter¬
mediate Algebra are as follows:
(1)

Physics and I.Q,.

(li) Freshman Algebra and I.Q.
(ill) Geometry and Physics.
(iv)

Freshman Algebra and Physics.

CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY OF PROBLEM
AND CONCLUSIONS
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CHAPTER IV

SUMMARY OF PROBLEM AND CONCLUSIONS

^

~rPoae of Study:

Tho purpose of this study

wt,s to see if there was any subject or combination of
subjects which would accurately predict one's ability
to take Intermediate Algebra.
(2)

Best Single Factors:

The zero order correla¬

tions of the various subjects correlated with Intermediate
Algebra are listed in Chapter III in Tables I - VII.

From

these tables, we conclude that the best single factors in
predicting success in Intermediate Algebra are those
found in Table IX.

TABLE IX
Best Single factors in Prediction of Success
or Failure in Intermediate Algebra

Predictive
Factors

Coefficient of
Correlation

(5)

Physics

ri.5 -

.610 2

.049

74

(6)

I.Q.

r1.6 =

.582 ±

.058

157

(4)

Geometry

r1.4 *

.57 £

.0442

106

(3)

Number of
Cases

Beat ComLination of Several Factors:.

In order

to determine whether any combinations of these factors
have greater predictive value than any single factor, mul¬
tiple correlations were computed.

Correlations of all

22

combinations of the five factors taken two at a time with
Intermediate Algebra were listed in Table VIII in Chapter
III.

I«rom this table we find that the four best combin¬

ations of two factors each in the prediction of success
or failure in Intermediate Algebra are those listed in
Table X.

TABLE X
Best Combinations of Two Factors in Prediction of Success
or Failure in Intermediate Algebra

Combinations of

Coefficient of Multiple
Correlation With (1) In¬
termediate Algebra

(5)

Physics - (6) I.Q#

(2)

Freshman Algebra - (6) I.Q.rib26 3 *69

(4)

Geometry - (5) Physics

rl.45 =

(2)

Freshman Algebra (5) ihysics

r1.25 =

(4)

r1.56 = *72

Summary of Conclusions;

The following general-

izatlons can be made regarding the above tables:
(a)

In predicting success in Intermediate Algebra

the best single factor is Physics, I.Q., or Geometry.
(b)

In predicting success in Intermediate Algebra

the best combination of two factors is ihysics plus I.Q.»
Freshman Algebra plus I.Q., Geometry plus ihysics, or
Freshman Algebra plus Physics.

Ai^ENDICKS

APPENDIX A
SAMPLE DATA CARD

(pipil Number 1)
Age- -17

IA- — 111
Algebra-■—S3- 5
Intermediate Algebra-■—S7.5
GeometryEnglish--—*5
Physics--84
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APPENEIX B
SAMPLE ZERO ORDER CORRELATION
SCATTER DIAGRAM

1.
Tiegs, ^rnest W. end Crawford, Claud C. Statistics for
Teachers,
Houghton Mifflin Company (1950) vii -t- 212,
Correlation, pp 156-162. Boston.
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APPENDIX B
(Continued)

cx
cx

AA

= SI
n
= 12
74

=

.162

= 5.52 x 4.543

r -

CXCY
n

cx2

a .162* = .026

CY

= SI
n

CY

x Ay

XY
r =
74

- 154
74

= 1.81

CY* = 1.812 « 3.276

15.287

r 15.287

CXCY = .162 X 1.81 = .295
r -

Ax

=/
v

Ax

- / 922

J

fd*
n

- CX*
-.026

P.

74

.6745

(l-r2)

J

»"

Ax

-yi2.433

Ax

»

Ay

= / fd2

CY2

P.

.4254
8.6

Ay

= /1658 —
J 74

5.276

P.E

.049

Ay

=

P.

Jn

=

Ay

3.52

-

/

,8.859

4.545

.6745 (.6277)

8.6

=

15.287
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APPENDIX C
List of Zero Order Intercorrelation Used In
Multiple Correlations

Variables correlated

Correlation
Coefficient

Prob.
Error

(2) Freshman Algebra
(3) Freshman English

^.3 ^

.39

.05

(2) Freshman Algebra
(4) Geometry

*2.4 -

• 567

.044

(2) Freshman Algebra
(5) Physics

*2.5 -

.570

.048

(2) Freshman Algebra
(6) I. Quotient

*2.6 -

.203

.034

(3) Freshman English
(4) Geometry

*'3.4 =

.421

.054

(3) Freshman English
(5) Physics

r3.5 =

.493

.056

(3) Freshman English
(6) I. Quotient

=

.625

.040

(4) Geometry
(5) Physics

r4.5 =

.745

.042

(4) Geometry
(6) I. Quotient

r4.6 = .283

.060

(5) Physics
(6) I. Quotient

r5.6 = .405

.065
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APPENDIX D
SAMPLE MULTIPLE CORRELATION

OF TWO INDEPENDENT

VARIABLES WITH INTERMEDIATE ALGEBRA

(l)

Intermediate Algebra

(5)

Physics

(6)

I. Quotient

1.56 = 7.572 + .538 - 2x61

x .582 x .405

1- .405

*1.56 = 77506'

l1.56 -

.711

1.
Croxton, Frederick E. and Cowden, Dudley J. -^PRllgd
General Statistics. New York Prentice-Hall, Inc. 1939
xviii
944 Multiple Correlation pp770-772.
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